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Pius Players steal show in fall play: Hobson's Choice
Reagan Scott
Editor-in-Chief

After weeks filled with hours of rehearsals, the
Pius Players are ready to shine in their production of a
Harold Brighouse Comedy, Hobson’s Choice.
On Monday, I was given the pleasure of attending
one of the dress rehearsals for the fall play. I was amazed
at how much work and effort the actors and crew had put
in to make Hobson’s Choice a successful performance.
Set in Britain in the 1880s, Hobson’s Choice follows the story of the widowed Henry Hobson and his three
daughters Maggie, Alice and Vickey.
Henry Hobson, played by junior James Allen, is
an indignant man who is angered by his daughters’ seeming betrayal of him for the simple reason that they want to
get married.

the stage in gorgeous floor length skirts, and the gentlemen
looked dashing in their top hats and suit jackets.
No detail went unaccounted for as evidenced by
the old-fashioned boots in the shoe shop, and the refined,
pinned-up hairstyles of the women.
Watching the transformation in my fellow students
is always astounding to see, especially when the characters
they portray are so very different from their personalities in
real life.
Overall the cast put on a performance that will be
sure to please audiences with its brilliant wit and clever
British humor
There will be a performance tonight, October 16,
at 7p.m., as well as tomorrow night at 7p.m. The last performance will be held on Sunday October 18 at 2p.m.
Tickets can be purchased in the front office $7 for
a student ticket and $8 for an adult.

A stubborn Maggie confronts her equally stubborn sisters
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Henry Hobson is visted by the wealthy Mrs. Hepworth

Henry has to face his own “Hobson’s choice”, a
term that refers to giving a choice that really only offers
one option, presenting the person with a “take it or leave
it” situation.
Headstrong Maggie, played by senior Monica
Marsolek, is told by her father that she is too old to
marry at the age of 30. Defiantly, Maggie sets her sights
on William Mossop, a talented boot maker in Hobson’s
shop.
Described as pushy, Maggie is just that, taking
the stage by storm and keeping every character under her
thumb. There is no match for her quick wit and sharp
tongue.
Her beau, William Mossop, is another story however.
Portrayed by freshman Zachary Martin as weak
and cowardly, he is no match for Maggie’s commanding personality. He does, however,
undergo one of the most dramatic
character developments later in the
play.
As the play is set in Britain,
the cast was tasked with performing
their lines in British accents, a challenge the cast met head on.
While there were a few times
the lines could be difficult for me to
understand, the actors did a marvelous job of staying in character.
One of my favorite aspects of
the performance was the costumes.
The female characters swept across
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Illustrator Peter Reynolds visits
St. Peter's Literary Festival
Reagan Scott
Editor-in-Chief
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On Monday and Tuesday
October 12 and 13, Canadian author
Peter Reynolds came to St. Peter’s
School in celebration of their 10th
Anniversary Literary Festival.
The mission of the festival
is to provide an experience which
inspires teachers, students and families to creatively embrace literacy in
their school, home and community.
The goal is to encourage students to “keep making your
mark.”
The school does this by
bringing in authors and poets to
speak to the students and encourage
them to unleash their creativity.
Past keynote speakers have
been Former Nebraska State Poet
Laureate William Kloefkorn and former U.S. Poet Laureate Ted Kooser.
Former St. Peters English
teacher, Sandra Caradori, had met
Reynolds at a conference 10 years
ago.
“She loved his energy and
his mission in wanting all kids to
realize their creative potential,” Mary
Beth Rice said.
Rice is the chairperson of
the Literary Festival and had worked
tirelessly before the event to make
sure that everything was perfect.
St. Peter’s had asked
Reynolds to come to their school
for their first Literary Festival, but
he was too busy. Instead, he drew a
design that the school has used on
their Literary Fest t-shirts for the past
10 years.
“Over the years we stayed
connected and even wrote a grant to
help fund his visit. We could never

get a date to work,” Rice said. “He
On Tuesday, Reynolds,
skyped us for our 5th festival and the who also happens to be Catholic,
teachers then went all out to entice
attended the school’s 8:15 a.m.
him to come, sending him invitaMass.
tions, gifts and videos.”
“I’m excited for singing
It wasn’t until a few
in front of Peter Reynolds,” second
months ago that Reynolds finally
grader Will Hagen had said.
said yes.
“We had Peter and several
“In February he sent us a
other artists, authors, illustrators
video message saying YES he would and advertising executives come to
come,” Rice said. “The message
encourage the kids to tell their own
was in watercolor. The entire school
stories,” Rice said. “Teachers were
community was so excited.”
also encouraged to share their stories
Known for his books, The
with their kids.”
Dot and Ish, as well as his illustraAs the students left school
tions for the Judy Moody books by
that day, brimming with excitement
Megan McDonald, getting such a
and full of new ideas, everyone
prolific literary figure to come to
agreed that the event had been a sucLincoln was no small feat.
cess.
The students were abuzz
“I hope students will be
with anticipation before Reynolds’s
inspired to try a hand at their own
coming as the day drew nearer.
creativity, their own drawing, poetry
“I’m excited; it’s such
writing and storytelling,” Rice said.
an honor to have him come to St.
“St. Peter’s students can make their
Peter’s,” sixth grader Maggie Mundt mark by their own reading and writsaid. “It’s amazing that he’ll be talking success but also in how they take
ing to our school.”
care of each other’s things, how they
The students were also
invest in their friendships and the
familiar with many of his books, as
world around them.”
they had read them before or had
read them in the weeks leading
up to his arrival.
“When I was younger I
loved his book The Dot,” Mundt
said.
Reynolds spent
Monday doing an in service with
the faculty at St. Peters.
“They were charged
with encouraging their students
to stay creative...to share their
stories,” Rice said.
On Monday night, a
dinner and reception was held in
Peter Reynolds speaks to St. Peter's
St. Peter’s Bishop Vasa Hall to
celebrate Reynold’s visit.
staff during their Literary Festival

Abbey Hugo

Staff Writer

Gooey Rice Krispie bars,
moist brownies and luxurious cookies… the possibilities at a quality
bake sale are endless. Due to new
FDA guidelines, those delicious,
club-sponsored bake sales will no
longer be a possibility here at Pius.
The rule states that a
bake sale cannot be taking place
anywhere in the school while the

cafeteria is selling food. That eliminates morning sales due to school
breakfast, all of fifth period, and
after school because SAS is being
offered.
Senior Leah Heyen said
this is very disappointing because
bake sales do a lot to lift students’
spirits.
Bake sales are generally great way to raise funds. The
Passport to Adventure Club was the
group that most frequently utilized

bake sales as a fundraising option
and according to the club sponsor,
Terese Sievert, they will have to do
a great deal of brainstorming to figure new ways students could obtain
money for trips.
“Bake sales are a change
of pace. The lunchroom is very
yummy but students get nostalgic
for home baked goods,” Sievert
said. “Students take pride in home
making items and seeing their
friends enjoy them.”

Opinion: School
spirit not up to par
Nolan DeWispelare
Newspaper Advisor

The students and staff at
Pius X often get credit for having
outstanding school spirit, but that
seems to be more fiction than fact
these days.
Don’t believe me?
Go to any non-football
sporting event in the fall and see for
yourself. You might come across a
few friends or significant others at a
softball game or cross country meet
who are supporting the team – or at
least an individual on the team – but
other than that, the student section is
generally bleak.
To see any students who
aren’t part of the team at a tennis
match or golf meet is practically
unheard of.
And the faculty and staff
aren’t much better at supporting the
teams who represent our school.
Aside from those few administrators
and staff members who are required
to be in attendance, most members
of our school “community” (students
and staff alike) leave at 3:25 each
day and never look back.
Why does this bother me?
Should the volleyball team
qualify for the state tournament, all
1200+ students would clamor for
a day off of school, even though it
would be safe to bet that 1000 of
those students had not been to a volleyball game the entire season.
If the softball team was at
State this week, students who have
never been to a softball game in
their lives would somehow find the
motivation to make it to Hastings to
support the ladies, even though they
didn’t support the team when they
hosted a district here in Lincoln.
The same could be said for
the teachers and staff.

On most days of the school
year, especially during the winter
months, we have more students
absent for illnesses than we have in
the crowd at sporting events.
Of course, there will
always be plenty of fans at the “premier” sports – namely football and
boys basketball – but where is the
support for the other 17 teams who
work just as hard, train just as long
and compete just as well as those
programs?
I get it. Some of you have
jobs. Some of you have homework.
Some of you have family obligations
that get in the way of cheering on
your Bolts at a tennis match or cross
country meet.
But not everybody.
And it’s often those with
no excuse who are most vocal about
getting a day off of school to “support” the team.
I’m not saying students
and staff should boycott football and
boys basketball. On the contrary,
let’s show that level of enthusiasm
and support for the other sports.
(Note: the support of non-athletic
activities such as speech, drama and
music is also dismal, but let’s focus
on one problem at a time.)
If you’re lucky, you only
have four years to enjoy being part
of this high school sports atmosphere
– and if you’ve never experienced it,
it can be pretty cool.
Don’t go through high
school without ever attending a
game or meet or tournament and
then regret it later. Show your support. And don’t just show up and
sit on your phones. Be engaged in
the action on the court/field/course.
Cheer with the cheerleaders. Root
on the dancers. Be loud.
Support your fellow Bolts!
PHOTO BY MADDIE CONDON

FDA guidelines: no more bake
sales during school hours
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Students fill the stands at football games but sadly, nowhere else
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Fight or flight? The study of fear and its effects

Overcoming fear: not It's all in your head: the science
as scary as it seems
behind the brain's response to fear
Abbey Hugo
Staff Writer

Fear is defined as “a
distressing emotion aroused by
impending danger, evil, pain,
etc.” A certain amount of fear is
good. It can keep a person from
making a stupid decision, or out
of a dangerous situation, but if
it gets to the point of tears or
soiling of a nice pair of pants,
it’s time to overcome that fear.
The first step is
acknowledging the fear. People
need to recognize what it is
that causes their anxiety and
acknowledge that is makes
them a little uncomfortable, or
makes them feel like running
away screaming.
Doing this does not
make someone a scaredy cat, a
chicken or any other nonsensical animal analogy people use
to mock someone who has the
logical, natural human instinct
to fear certain things. And by
the way, taking the next step,
attempting to conquer your
fear, makes you courageous, a
bravedy cat even.
Then comes the hard
part: exposure. In order to have
the opportunity to face a fear
you need or do just that, come

face to face with the source of
that fear.
Start small. For
example, if you are scared of
heights don’t go out and do a
skydiving lesson or if you’re
scared of public speaking,
don’t jump right in front of the
whole crowd in Madison Square
Garden.
Instead, if you’re
scared of heights go to the top
of a tall bridge, or even a ladder. If you’re scared of rollercoaster, warm up with a kiddies’ ride. If you’re scared of
public speaking, keep attending
speech class.
So the next thing to
keep in mind is breathing.
Simple. Easy. Effective. You
need to remain calm and positive, so breathing when in the
presence of something you
fear should be slow and steady.
Doing so keeps you more
relaxed and your heart rate
down.
Lastly, as with all
things, it’s most important to
think of God. Trust that He
will get you through any scary
situation you encounter.
Unknown said, “Let
your faith be bigger than your
fear.”

The Pius X-Change
Reagan Scott			
Editor-in-Chief
X-Clusives Editor
News & Opinion Editor
Abbey Hugo
Sports Editor
Sierra Clark
Features Editor

Phillip Lackey
Staff Writer

Fear is a complex process that can cause a person’s
body to do many things. It can
cause someone to do things they
wouldn’t ever do in other situations.
How fear happens is
whatever causes a person’s brain
to be afraid will cause their danger receptors to send warnings
to the sensory cortex which will
tell their body what to do, the
hypothomes will excrete hormones which cause the adrenaline
glands to pump adrenaline into
the heart.
When this happens the
heart will beat faster which will
cause the muscles to contract and
the hormones will also cause the
blood cells to dilate which will
allow more sugar into the parts
of the body that need it to keep
running.
While this is happening other parts of their body will
shut down which can cause them
to have an upset stomach or butterflies in their stomach. What
makes all these decisions for what
the body does to respond to the
fear or danger is the amygdala,

the hypothalamus, and the hippocampus.
Fear can be caused by
someone’s rational reasoning, for
example you wouldn’t want to fall
into a pool of sharks.
Some fears can be
learned such as if a young child
sees their parents afraid of snakes
then most likely that child would
also be afraid of snakes because
he or she had seen their parents
afraid of it.
If a child is afraid of

something the hormones realized
to deal with the fear, if continually being realized, can interfere
with things such as memory and
learning.
These fears are usually
referred to as phobias which vary
from a fear of spiders to a fear
of the dark. Sharolyn Schneider
teacher of anatomy and physiology said “Most phobias can be
cured through therapy over a long
period of time.”
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Student survey: what scares you?

Staff Writers
Matthew Bundy
Maddie Condon
Phillip Lackey
Mary Soden
Nolan DeWispelare
Advisor
		

Erin Dolph
Entertainment Editor
The X-Change is a monthly publication of the Pius X High School
newspaper staff. Opinions expressed on the opinion page do not
necessarily represent those of the entire school community.
Students and staff are invited to share their opinion through a letter
to the editor. The staff reserves the right to edit or reject any letter.
All letters must be typed, signed and sent to Room 208 or:
The X-Change		
Pius X High School
6000 A Street		
Lincoln, NE 68510
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Beast Priest of the Month:
Father Sparling
Sierra Clark

Features Editor

students anywhere from telling
silly stories, to standing on a
carpeted skateboard while teaching.
Freshman Gerardo
Figueroa said, “He jokes around
and is not always serious. He is
good at teaching in a way that
we are able to stay focused and
entertained.”

PHOTO BY PHILLIP LACKEY

His favorite color is
red, he has a deep passion for
sleep, and he watches meaningful movies with Fr. Mills, Fr
Kaup (a.k.a. Padre Guapo) and
Fr. LaRue on his oh-so-sweet
free time.
Many know of him as
the ‘new freshman theology
teacher’, but digging in a little
deeper, he is much more than
that.
From teaching seventh
grade in Wahoo, to being on
the Fire Department team, Fr.
Adam Sparling has had quite the
experience with much more than
being a priest.
“I decided I wanted
to become a priest because
Jesus wanted me to, it was so
unexpected,” he said. “I always
wanted a family, but soon found
out that God had a different plan
for me.”

Sparling is known for
his deep passion for school
events.
He happened to be a
part of the wing challenge at the
Homecoming Pep Rally, which
he would like to add that Fr.
Bernardo cheated by trying to
put extra wings on his plate.
He was also a part of
the flash mob during the rally.
“I learned how to whip
and nae-nae,”
Sparling said.
“Now I am a
professional
teacher at the
whipping and
nae-naeing.”
Many
students have
enjoyed his
teaching methods so far this
year. He has
done numerous things to
Sparling teaching
entertain his

freshman students

October 16, 2015

Straight from
the BOlts

If you could be any age for
a week, what would it be
and why?
Name: Samuel Rodenbaugh
Grade: Freshman
"I would be 47 because I
would have a job and a
car."

Name: Ben Wilson
Grade: Sophomore
"I would be 18 so then
I'll be graduated from
Pius X"

Cheers! How to sound like a proper
British citizen

Name: Morgan Felber
Grade: Junior
"I would be 10 because
the real world didn't
matter back then."

Name: Hunter Pollack
Grade: Sophomore
"I would be 25 because
I'd have a stable life."

Name: Joshua Bundy
Grade: Senior
"I would be 3 because I
was cute when I was 3."
Graphic by Maddie Condon
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says adults can't
SeniorXposed: Who
tweet? Tech-savy teachers

Matthew Vu

show off their skills.

Matthew Bundy
Staff Writer

ers and the tips will be very nice,”
Vu said.
Being a senior in high
school, you are bound to something to change our whole personality wishing you could go back.
That isn’t the case for Matthew.
“I wouldn’t go back
because I love myself just the way
I am.”

himself off after his workout), nun
chucks and some chop-sticks for
eating food.
His friends have their
own opinion about Vu. “He’s different, He makes me want to be
a better person, I’ve never met
someone so unique.” Friend Adam
Regan said.

Vu went to
Pius for his
freshman,
sophomore
and senior
years, but
went to
Southwest
for his
junior year.
Vu always
carries
around a
four-arm
workout, a
fan (to cool Matthew Vu showing off his 1 billion dollar bill
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Matthew Vu is quite the
senior, always trying to be unique
and never wanting to be anyone
else, except for Captain America.
Why you ask?
Well in Matthew Vu’s
words, “Because he has big
pecks”.
I have heard a lot about
Matthew and a lot of his best
memories.
“My best memory is
skateboarding down the library
railing with Mr. Korta," Vu said.
But with all good times,
he has got to have embarrassing
memories.
“On my first day of
freshman year I called my teacher
mom,” Matthew said. From what
he shows I can tell he will have a
nice future and luckily for him he
is already thinking of his future
job.
“I want to deliver pizzas
because it seems fun. I can meet
and greet new people and custom-
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Haunted Mystery Manor Juniors spend the day serving the
community during retreat
Maddie Condon
Staff Writer

As Halloween time rolls
around it's not uncommon to hear
the occasional haunted house
advertisement on the radio, but
have you ever wondered about
any real haunted attractions?
Though Nebraska may
not be the hot spot for paranormal activity, there are still some
local places you may not know
are haunted.
Built in 1887, Mystery
Manor, of Omaha, was once the

home to the late William and
Greta Hall. Unfortunately, with
the crash of the stock market in
October of 1929, the Halls lost
their fortune and William lost his
mind.
In a fit of rage late at
night, William Hall attacked his
wife with an ax and then buried
her in a self-dug grave in front of
the house.
Soon after, Greta’s
brother, John Martin, killed
William with the same ax and
reunited the couple in
the grave. The very
next night, Halloween, Martin’s body
was found dead at the
grave sight.
Some believe
the ghost of William
Hall still roams the
house seeking vengeance.
Mystery Manor
can still be visited
today as an enhanced
Halloween attraction.

On Monday, October
13, Pius juniors spent the day
doing volunteer work as part of
the yearly junior retreat.
Juniors spent the
day working at different locations around Lincoln, such as
Calvary Catholic Cemetery,
Matt Talbot Kitchen and City
Impact.

PHOTOS BY NOLAN DEWISPELARE
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Softball adjusts well to Class A
Reagan Scott
Editor-In-Chief

model and helped us out quite a bit.
Rempe also had a big impact on the underclassmen as well.
“He’s such a good guy and not having him
next year is going to be hard,” Barret said.
“We’re all going to miss him.”
The team agrees that the season overall was a
successful one.
“It’s been great just being able to play the last
games with the seniors and as a whole team. We’ve
grown so much throughout the season,” Barret said. “I
didn’t know going into the season it was going to mean
this much, it’s had a big impact on me.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF KIM BARRETT

For the first time ever, the Pius softball team
competed in Class A during the fall season. While the
competition was tough, the girls agree that they were
ready to face the challenge.
“It was a pretty big challenge, but the senior
class really stepped up to put in the work and effort to
get done what we needed to get done,” senior Morgan
Kempf said.
For the underclassmen, the seniors provided
great examples to the next generation of Pius softball
players.
“The seniors really took us under their
wing and were really good examples. I thought it
would be awkward but it wasn’t. It was so much
fun getting to play with them,” freshman Chloe
Barret said.
The softball team also hosted their own
district competition for the first time ever last
week. The team took second, but sadly, it wasn’t
enough to advance them to state.
Before the competition, Kempf said,
“We’re pretty confident. We know it’s going to be
hard, but we don’t want the season to be over.”
The change to Class A brought many
changes, from the difficulty of their season schedule to the wildcard points accumulated by the
team.
“We go off of wildcard points and we
have more in Class A than we ever had in Class
B,” Kempf said. “There’s a lot higher competition;
better pitching, better hitting, and a greater number
of good teams in general.”
The move to Class A wasn’t the only big
change to the team this year. It was also announced
that Coach Don Rempe would be retiring.
“It’s sad, he’s been our coach for the
Chloe Barrett awaits a pitch, ready for a big hit
last four years,” Kempf said. “He’s been our role

October 16, 2015

Volleyball update
X-Change Staff
The Pius X volleyball
team has been battling injuries,
which have hampered the team's
transition to Class A.
Despite not being at full
strength for some of the matches,
the team continues to be competitive against one of the toughest
schedules in any class of high
school volleyball in Nebraska.
The Bolts are 10-17 on
the season. They will compete at
Districts on November 4 and will
need to win twice to qualify for
the state tournament for a recordbreaking 21st consecutive year.

GRAPHIC BY MARY SODEN
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Tennis team has successful Coach's Corner:
Nolan DeWispelare
season, high hopes for State leads tennis teams
Reagan Scott
Editor-In-Chief
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Continuing today, the boys varsity tennis
team will battle it out in an attempt at a Class A
state title. The players have had to adapt as Pius
made the switch to Class A in all sports but football.
The varsity team, made up of seniors Sean
Coffey and Scotty Sullivan, juniors Joe Dawson,
Brooks Scott and Riley Warner and sophomores
Joe Burt, Sam Coy and Jake Wilkinson, has adapted well to the change of pace this season.
“The pace of our opponents is definitely
faster and it’s definitely a more aggressive game,
but it’s nothing we can’t deal with,” Coffey said in
the days leading up to the team’s State bid.
The team finished the regular season 11-1
in duals. The players took second at the Capital
City Invite, second at the Lincoln East Invite, first
at the Skutt Invite, first at the Pius Invite and first
at the Elkhorn South Invite.
“Winning the Skutt Invite was a huge
game-changer for the team and it was a big confidence booster,” Coffey said.
Moving up classes in sports isn’t always
an easy transition, but the important thing is to
adapt quickly.
“We’ve all improved from try-outs,”
Coffey said.
As the Pius tennis team battles on at State,
the players were confident going into the competition.
“Since we’re Class A, Pius playing in
state is a big deal,” Sullivan said. “I think we can
do well at Class A, we want to have everyone
make it to the second day.”
“We’re all ready to face a challenge and
perform at the level we are expected to play,”
Coffey said.
The team has seen the changes they’ve
made over the years as they’ve continued to get
better.
“Physically I’ve grown a foot,” Sullivan

laughed, “but now I’m not so much worried about
winning or losing, but getting better.”
The seniors have also done their best to
make sure that the team works as a more cohesive
unit.
"This year in particular we tried to engage
the whole team, junior varsity and varsity. We're
not just talking to varstiy, we're including the
whole team," Sullivan said.
As they look back on the season, both
seniors agree that it has been a successful four
years for them.
“Sean and I are the only seniors and
we’ve been able to play doubles together,”
Sullivan said. “We played together sophomore
year and we’ve gotten better two years later. We’re
friends both on and off the court.”

Jake Wilkinson lines up a serve

with positive outlook
Matthew Bundy
Staff Writer

Nolan DeWispelare,
coach of tennis, has been
coaching for five years with the
boys tennis team and six years
with the girls tennis team.
The tennis teams have
been escalating with performance throughout the years.
“Both programs are
very competitive in Class A
and they can continue to be
competitive if they keep working hard,” DeWispelare said. "I
have high expectations for both
teams."
Setbacks can be a problem with all sports whether it’s
an injury, a sickness or just
plain low performance. Luckily
for DeWispelare, that doesn’t
seem to be a problem.
"We've been lucky so
far that any injuries we've seen
have been minor and illnesses
haven't had a huge impact on
our players," DeWispelare said.
While DeWispelare
grew up playing tennis, Pius
was his first experience with
tennis at the high school level.
"I've been playing
since I was eight or nine,"
DeWispelare said. "Fr. Brian
Connor got me started and from
there I taught my brothers how
to play so I had some opponents
in David City."
Since his high school

didn't have tennis, DeWispelare
ran cross country in the fall
sports season.
It wasn't until college when DeWispelare began
playing tennis at a competitive
level.
"I played at Doane during my junior and senior years
and really enjoyed the team
aspect," DeWispelare said.
At Pius, DeWispelare
began coaching tennis when
form head girls coach Laurie
Rodaway asked him to be an
assistant coach.
"It was a great learning experience to see how she
ran tryouts, set up practices, ran
tournaments, and everything
else that a coach has to do,"
DeWispelare said.
DeWispelare became
the head boys tennis coach the
following fall when former
boys coach Bill Rice switched
to cross country. He took
over the girls tennis team from
Rodaway that year as well.
Sometimes
DeWispelare is still surprised to
be coaching tennis at Pius.
"When I was in college,
I would have never imagined
coaching tennis, but I love it,"
he said. "I'm looking forward to
working with many more players and teams to see what we
can do against the best in the
state."

This week in sports:

Think you might be pregnant?

We can Help
lincolnchoice.com
402.483.4247
111 Piazza Terrace

Friday, October 16
-Varsity Tennis at State, 9:00 am
-Varsity Football at Crete, 7:00 pm
Saturday, October 17
-Freshmen Football at Lincoln Northeast, 9:30 am
Monday, October 19
-Reserve Volleyball at Lincoln Lutheran, 5:00 pm
-JV Football at Ralston, 6:30 pm
Tuesday, October 20
-Reserve, JV, Varsity Volleyball vs. Omaha Burke at
Pius X, 5:00 pm
Wednesday, October 21
-JV Volleyball vs. Lincoln North Star & Lincoln
Southwest at Pius X, 5:00 pm

Entertainment
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Erin's terrifying Haunted House tours
Erin Dolph
			
Entertainment Editor

many people’s heads and crazy slides that
The best part about Eagle was the
made me feel like I broke my back and got a bus ride that a crazy clown gives you to the
concussion all in one.
dark lands. At one point the clown stands up
Overall I give Mystery Manor 9 which caused some major anxiety because
out of 10. It was still terrifying but I wasn’t no one was driving the bus.
literally afraid for my life like I was a Scary
Over all I gave Eagle Hollow
Acres.
Haunts a 5 out of 10. It wasn’t nearly as
The last stop on my haunted house scary as the other two but it did have karatour was Eagle Hollow Haunts at Eagle oke which is always a plus.
Raceway. This haunted attraction was easy
Throughout this whole experience I
compared to the other two.
think I conquered my fears a little. Although
Eagle had three different attrac- before deciding to go to these haunted
tions; luminon, the darklands and night ter- houses, keep in mind that many people
rors. It definitely gained brownie points for gave them much lower scores and I’m just a
originality.
major scaredy cat.
My favorite
was luminon which
was a glow in the
dark alien 3D attraction. They hand out
glasses and say if you
don’t wear them your
retinas will burn but I
can confirm that I did
not wear my glasses
and my retinas are
still intact.
Night terrors
takes
you
through the common
subjects of nightmares which was a
horrifying concept
but wasn’t all that Erin and her crew made a new friend at Scary Acres, but he
scary.
didn't talk much.
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Halloween. Some love it. Some
hate it. I tend to be part of the latter group.
For some it’s a magical night filled with
laughter and excitement but for me it’s more
of a night filled with anxiety and fear.
So, naturally, I decided to force
myself to go to three different haunted houses in a short period of time. Spoiler alert: it
was not the time of my life.
First up was Scary Acres in
Papillion. It was terrifying. It was absolutely
one hundred percent the scariest thing that
has ever happened to me thus far in my life.
Scary Acres had three main attractions, the master’s castle, the house on the
hill, and the haunted woods.
The master’s castle was by far the
scariest. I honestly think I blocked most of it
from my mind, I mostly just remember a lot
of running and then tripping and then falling. The worst part was when it was all pitch
black and there were walls everywhere and
somehow you have to find your way out. I
might have shed a few tears at that point.
The haunted woods was also a horrifying experience. I spent most of the time
crawling and/or cowering in doorways while
creepy people converged upon me.
By the time we went in the woods
we had already made friends with many of
the workers which made it slightly less terrifying. The key lesson I learned from this

attraction was that the one thing I hate more
than chainsaws and blood is someone chasing me with a chainsaw covered in blood.
The house on the hill was more
creepy and eerie than anything. It had rooms
filled with dolls and stuffed animals which I
did not particularly enjoy.
Once I made it through all of the
attractions, I felt much more relaxed and
calm… until I saw my car. Someone shattered my window and stole my friend’s
purse. They also broke into two other cars.
So the final consensus is that the scary never
ends at Scary Acres even when you’re just
trying to leave.
Overall Scary Acres gets 11 out of
10 for scary points. I definitely do not recommend it for people like me.
Next up on the list was Mystery
Manor in Omaha. Mystery Manor is supposedly already haunted so that just bumps it up
to another level of scary.
Mystery Manor is only one haunted
house but it takes around 15 minutes to get
through the whole thing.
This haunted house definitely gets
everyone more hyped up before entering.
The actors outside the house were insanely
terrifying. They all had amazing costumes
and makeup, especially Thomas who had an
endless amount of black goo oozing from
his mouth.
There were all sorts of things happening inside the house, there was jungle
section, lots of axes that came very close to

Martian thrills, excites sci-fi audiences Ramen: the new food fad
Mary Soden
Staff Writer
			
When left behind on a
mission to Mars do you:
A. Freak out
B. Give up
C. Make it work
D. Colonize the planet
with your super botany powers and use your technological geniuses to survive on the
planet?
If you chose D, you
must have seen The Martian directed by Ridley Scott
because that’s exactly what
NASA astronaut, Matt Watney,
does in this sci-fi, high intensity
film.
Matt Damon plays
astronaut, Matt Watney, who
is left behind by his crew on
Mars when he is thought to be
dead. Surprise! Not dead! Watney must rely on his training,
resourcefulness, and will to live
to find a way to contact Earth
and have them return for him.

Plot twist: He only has
food for about two years and
it will take Ares 4 four years
before they will be able to
return to Mars.

This movie had me on
the edge of my seat, rooting for
Watney to survive the
harsh conditions of a
Martian world.
A large majority of the movie is
shown through documentaries made by
Watney each sol (day)
and viewers can witness for themselves
the progress he makes
as he colonizes Mars.
But it’s not all just
“boring” space stuff, a
healthy mix of humor
keeps tensions in
check in high pressure
situations, like when
Watney names himself
Captain Blonde Beard:
Space Pirate.
Be sure to
reserve your tickets
in advance because
theaters all over Lin-

coln are sold out by fans of this
action-packed thriller.

Phillip Lackey
Staff Writer

Liked the movie? Be
sure to pick up a copy of the
book, The Martian by Andy
Weir at your local library today!

Amu Manu Ramen is a
new restaurant located at 1415
O Street that has been open for
one year. It is the first ramen
restaurant in Nebraska and so
far it has been very successful.
At the restaurant when
I first walked in a waitress
shows me to a table and took
my order for drinks.
I had cucumber lemonade which tastes a lot better
than it sounds. I also had some
green tea which came in the pot
freshly brewed and with a small
tea cup with no handle in the
traditional Japanese style.
After my drinks were
ready, I had an order of pork
dumplings which came with
some delicious sweet sauce.
For my main dish I had
the Shoyu which had chicken,
mushroom, egg, cabbage, ginger, scallion, and chicken and
ramen noodles in soy broth.
The waitress was very
nice and my food was ready

fairly quickly. For utensils to
eat the ramen I had a pair of
chopsticks which was quite an
experience on learning how to
use.
The waitress offered to
bring me a fork to eat with but
I was determined on eating all
of my food with my chopsticks.
After quite a lot of failure I figured out how to use the chopsticks and then I could enjoy
my delicious ramen.
Once I finished the
ramen I had my pork dumplings
which tasted great in the sauce
they came with.
I asked my waitress
about how the ramen was prepared and she said that the
broth is all made from scratch
and they try to use only fresh
ingredients in their food.
As well as an inside
seating area, they have an outside area with a grill for when
the weather is nice. The whole
place had a nice atmosphere
and before I left, the waitress
gave me a couple of small
Japanese candies.

